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Conclusions 

 

 
A comprehensive conclusion of all the chapters is given here. 
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This part of the thesis contains the summary of preceding chapters which has 

been ploughed through. In first chapter we have discussed the different types of 

magnetic materials with their major applications. The stability as well as magnetic 

nature of organic radicals has also been elaborated.  In the second part of this chapter, 

the transport property of different metal complexes, SMMs and radicals is discussed 

with their possible applications. 

 

The second Chapter portrays the theoretical background for the estimation of 

the magnetic exchange coupling constant (J) of molecules. Among different variety of 

methodologies, the broken symmetry (BS) formalism in density functional theory 

(DFT) framework is found to come up with the optimal solution for the estimation of 

J. Starting from the expression of the phenomenological Heisenberg spin 

Hamiltonian, Giensberg, Noodleman and Davidson (GND) was given a popular 

formula for the evaluation of J value. However, the GND equation is applicable when 

the interaction between magnetic orbitals is sufficiently small. On the other hand, 

Bencini and Ruiz have proposed an expression to estimate J which is applicable 

where the overlap between the orbitals is large enough. However, the spin projected 

formula given by Yamaguchi is used to estimate the J values throughout my entire 

thesis work which is applicable for whole range of coupling strengths. The theoretical 

background for the estimation of transport property of molecules through green 

function-based technique in DFΤ framework has also been discussed.  

 

In chapter three we have studied the effect of the length of molecular wires on 

the electrical transport properties. Several extended π-conjugated molecules have 

interesting applications as conducting nanowires, memory devices, and so on. In this 

chapter, we investigate the transport property of two molecular wires of different 

length which shows that the molecular wires of smaller length have higher 

transmission, i.e., higher conduction. The wires we have studied here are addition 

polymers and they are important for application in electronic industry. The magnetic 

exchange coupling constant of the radical substituted molecular wires (substituting 

each molecular wire with two methylene radical centers at two different positions) 

depend only on the distance between the spin centers, not on the outsider substitution. 

It is also observed that beyond certain distance between two radical centers, the spin 

polarization is no longer effective although the molecule have strong π network. The 

transmission of the molecular wire without radical substitution shows similar 

observations as that of the wire with radical substitution for ferromagnetically coupled 

diradicals. Our designed molecular wires consist of several aromatic phenyl rings 

along with radical substitution on the rings. When transmission occurs through the 

wire, possibly only local transmission of the aromatic rings appear on the Fermi level 

of the electrode and the radicals are not participated to the transmission of that region, 

which may be the reason for the same transmission after radical substitution in the 

ferromagnetic diradicals. But for antiferromagnetically coupled diradicals, there is a 

small variation in transmission characteristics between the radical substituted 

molecular wires. 
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In the fourth chapter we have discussed the magnetic property of diradicals 

based on allene and chiral cumulene coupler with ferromagnetic interaction that 

increases on addition of chiral centers within the coupler (where nitronyl nitroxide 

(NN) and verdazyl (VER) are used as radical center). Spin density distribution 

analysis shows that with the increase in length of the coupler, enhancement of spin 

polarization along the coupler takes place and the probability to localize the 

spin density on each chiral center increases (as all the middle carbons contain 2 π 

electrons on each). Addition of chiral centers within the coupler lowers the energy of 

LUMO and a lower HOMO-LUMO gap facilitates a stronger magnetic coupling. 

From natural orbital occupancies it is found that with increasing chain length of chiral 

coupler the occupancy of LUMO increases. Therefore, a correlation between the 

LUMO occupation and magnetic exchange coupling constant is intuited. It is well 

known that stable chiral magnets are important ingradients for future data storage, 

spintronic devices and other applications. But the synthesized chiral magnets are 

mainly inorganic or metallo-organic in nature. In our work, we have designed chiral 

organic magnetic molecules with ferromagnetic interaction. Therefore, these designed 

molecules may be used as molecular building blocks for organic chiral magnetic 

solids. Moreover, a close inspection of J values shows that NN- stands for a better 

choice of radical center over VER- and mixed radicals. Thereby, it is expected that 

this trend might inspire synthetic chemists to synthesis NN- based chiral magnetic 

molecule with high ferromagnetic interaction.  

 

 The fifth chapter presents a characteristic of variation in magnetic and transport 

properties of diradicals based on odd cumulene couplers, even cumulene couplers and 

conjugated couplers having different π interaction properties. During past decades, 

much efforts is given to design and synthesis of π-conjugated molecular wires 

containing delocalized electrons as it is a persistent challenge in molecular electronics 

to control the conductance and current flow through such systems. In this study we 

established that an existence of typical spin polarization pathway in cumulene systems 

(compared to conjugated systems), distance between two radical centers (that may 

perhaps interrupt the spin polarization pathway) and a planar structure that allows 

better orbital overlap between π-systems compared to a non-planar one, controls the 

magnetic exchange coupling constant values. Largely speaking, the unusual π-

interaction within the coupler is the lighting factor that controls the magnetic 

properties of our designed systems. Transport calculations show that with the increase 

in chain length, diradicals based on even cumulene act as better conductors than odd 

cumulenes. Moreover, for all the diradicals, it is found that the distance between two 

electrodes, frontier energy splitting and the spin polarization pathways play a major 

role in determining transmission characteristics. Finally, the basis of all the factors is 

the unusual π-interaction within the couplers that produce different transmission 

characteristics of our designed systems. 
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In the sixth chapter, we primarily discuss the magnetic property of 

heteroallene and heterocumulene based tert-butyl nitroxide diradicals, where the latter 

shows E- and Z-isomers. There is a recent resurgence in studies relating to the 

switching of magnetic nature between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states. 

Several studies show that the presence of heteroatom in the exchange pathway 

significantly influences the magnetic exchange coupling. On the other hand, 

heteroallene and heterocumulene (with 4 atoms in backbone chain) containing double 

bonded heavy elements, have attracted interest from a theoretical point of view 

because of their peculiar physicochemical properties. Herein, we are motivated to 

evaluate the potential effect of P/As atom substitution within the allene and cumulene 

couplers in mediating the exchange interaction between the two radical centers.  

Heteroallene based diradicals manifest ferromagnetic coupling whereas 

heterocumulene based diradicals show tuning of J values from antiferromagnetic to 

ferromagnetic state on going from Z- to E-isomer. The heteroatom (P/As) substitution 

in allene and cumulene couplers causes some geometrical changes due to the presence 

of lone pair of electrons on the heteroatom. Along with spin polarization, a 

delocalized radical unit is formed from the radical center to the coupler in all the tert-

butyl nitroxide diradicals. The shapes of the SOMOs also assure the delocalization of 

unpaired electron within the coupler. Magneto-structural correlation shows that for 

both the E- and Z-isomers, magnetic crossover occurs at a certain range of dihedral 

angles depending on the spin accumulation on two nearby magnetic centers. From all 

these observations we conclude that the typical characteristics of tert-butyl nitroxide 

as a radical center and the presence of heteroatom within the coupler produce 

significant effect on our designed systems which show magnetic crossover associated 

with geometrical isomers in heterocumulene based systems.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


